Actual status of adjuvant chemotherapy for non-small-cell lung cancer at one Japanese cancer center: the need for increased cooperation between medical oncologists and surgeons.
Adjuvant chemotherapy improves the prognosis of patients with non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) treated by complete resection. At Shizuoka Cancer Center, thoracic surgeons evaluate the indications for adjuvant chemotherapy, and once a patient is judged as suitable for adjuvant chemotherapy, uracil-tegafur (UFT) is prescribed by them mainly in cases of stage IB, or the patient is referred to a medical oncologist for parenteral chemotherapy mainly in cases of stages IIA to IIIA. However, both the medical oncologists and the surgeons at our institute often encounter differences in attitudes toward adjuvant chemotherapy among them. One hundred and nine patients with NSCLC, of pathological stages IB to IIIA, who underwent complete resection at our institute, between April 2005 and June 2007, were recruited for this study. By reviewing medical charts of the patients and interviewing medical oncologists and surgeons at our institute, we mainly analyzed the differences in the judgment of the patients' suitability for adjuvant chemotherapy among surgeons and the differences in the proportion of patients who agreed to the adjuvant chemotherapy recommended by the medical oncologists. The proportion of patients judged as unsuitable for adjuvant chemotherapy by one surgeon was higher when compared with that by the other three surgeons. While all patients who were referred to two medical oncologists agreed to the adjuvant chemotherapy, few patients referred to the other medical oncologists agreed. This study revealed that there were considerable differences in whether patients consented to adjuvant chemotherapy depending on the medical oncologists that they were referred to, and suggested possible differences in the judgment of the patients' suitability for adjuvant chemotherapy among surgeons.